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This invention relates to boats and the object 
is to provide certain improvements, applicable 
particularly to craft of relatively large size, 
whereby the weight-carrying power of the boat 
is greatly increased as compared with boats such 
as those described in my earlier patents having 
comparable qualities of speed, safety and ma 
noeuvrability, while those qualities are retained 
or enhanced. 
My invention will be understood by reference 

to the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings which show in 
a general way a preferred form of one embodi 
ment of my invention and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the boat; 
Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view thereof; and 
Figs. 3 to 8 are sections on the correspondingly 

numbered lines of Fig. 1. 
It will be understood that all figures show the 

lines of the hull rather than its physical con 
struction and are therefore to an extent dia 
grammatic. 
While the principles of my invention are ca 

pable of wide modification and, as indicated by 
the generic language of the annexed claims, may 
be incorporated in hulls of widely varying form, 
a refined embodiment thereof may resemble the 
structures shown by way of example as preferred 
forms in my Patents 1,204,355 and 1,620,349 and 
constitute not only an improvement on the in 
ventions broadly therein disclosed but an elab 
oration of and improvement in such. Specific de 
signs. I have herein illustrated Such a refined 
embodiment of the invention and for conven 
ience in expounding the theoretical principles in 
volved, but without limiting the invention, shall 
specifically describe the same by contrasting the 
disclosure with the exemplary preferred forms 
illustrated in those patentS. 

Referring to the drawings, I have there ShoWn 
a hull similar to that shown in my Patent 
1204,355 having a transverse stem 2 defining 
the maximum beam of the boat and from Which 
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of the sides. 

2 
Such a boat in which the keel is above the chines 
is commonly referred to as an inverted V-bottom 
boat and the concavity may in fact, as herein, 
be a V in the more limited popular sense of the 
Word, although neither the construction nor the 
technical understanding of the expression “in 
Verted V-bottom’so requires. 
In the case of motor boats having relatively 

high speeds. in relation to their lengths, a hull 
such as described avoids the danger of improper 
action in running Straight ahead in rough water. 
There is, however, a danger of such a boat being 
capsized when turning when running at high 
speeds either in rough or smooth water, this cap 
sizing being caused by an action generally known 
as “tripping,' the more or less vertical side of 
the boat catching suddenly in the water while 
the boat is sliding or "skidding’ rapidly sidewise 
along the Water surface in the course of a high 
Speed turn. 
To overCOme this danger of capsizing because 

of tripping of the boat during a turn made while 
running at high Speed, I described in my Patent 
1,620,349 anti-tripping surfaces 24 (see Fig. 4) 
in the form of a fore and aft Surface on each side 
of the boat in the general region between the 
Side f4 and bottom 6 of the boat. Such surfaces 
cannot be strictly classed as a part of the bottom 
of the boat, nor can they strictly be called a part 

They extend from the chine 2 or 
outer edge of the bottom proper in a single step 
inclining upwardly and outwardly athwartships 
and may, as herein, terminate at the side 4 
of the boat. Herein. I have shown the surfaces 
24 as forming a distinct angle or upper chine 
line. 26 at its juncture with the side and a simi 
lar distinct angle at the chine 20 although the 
form of the connection may vary. The impor 
tant feature in the design of these surfaces as 
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the upright sides 4 extend aft and a bottom 
comprising the two halves 6 symmetrically dis 
posed about a keel 8 extending downward from 
said stem, the two halves tranSVersely (see Fig. 3) 
sloping downwardly to chines 20, which also 
curve downwardly from Said stem, in Such man 
ner that the bottom of the boat from a point 
slightly forward of amidships presents outwardly 
curved water-engaging Surfaces. The halves of 
the bottom continue their downWard incline 
toward the stern of the boat, this incline herein 
extending substantially to the stern transom 22 
and the boat thus presenting a concavity for 
ward which gradually flattens aft, as is graph 
ically illustrated by the Sections, FigS. 3 to 8. 
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described in my former patent was that they 
inclined outwardly and upwardly from the bot 
tom proper at Such an angle that when the boat 
slid Sidewise through the Water, as during a turn, 
the Water acting against the leading sloping sur 
face would give a substantial upward thrust to 
the leading side of the boat, thus tending to 
incline the boat inwardly on the turn, or to cause 
it to "bank,' as it is ordinarily described. This 
banking action is frequently assisted by water 
clinging to the similar inclined surface on the 
other side of the boat, or on the side on the 
inside of the turn, thus causing a pulling down 
of the inner side of the boat because of atmos 
pheric pressure. But, independent of all bank 
ing or actual inclining action, the most important 
function of the inclined surface on the side of 
the boat toward the outside of the turn was (be 
cause of the up-thrust of the water upon it) to 
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hold the actual side 4 of the boat sufficiently 
high above the general surface of the Water SO 
that the side cannot come in contact with a Suf 
ficient volume of water to cause the boat to stop 
suddenly in its sidewise movement (skidding) 
and so cause its capsize or at least cause a shock 
sufficient to be disturbing or dangerous to its 
paSSengerS. s 

These inclined surfaces as described, to permit 
skidding without danger, have been Successfulfor 
that purpose. When embodied in a hull of the 
concave bottom type with the greatest beam far 

of the bottom proper throughout at least the for 
ward part of the boat, as in the hull. herein ill 
lustrated, the lower chines 20 (outer. angles. Or 

4. 
compensates in part for their relatively low angle. 
Also, as seen at the right in Fig. 1 and indicated 
by the numerals 34 and 36, the lines of the chines 
20 and 26 are depressed adjacent their after ex 
tremities providing a downward turn of the Sup 
porting surfaces in the region of the aftermost 

... portion of the bottom giving additional up-thrust 
to the hull immediately adjacent to its after end 
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edges of the bottom proper) were spread apart 
horizontally, away from the keel, looking forward, 
and were drawn in toward the keel aft forming 
diagonal steps. This resulted in a boat that rode 
high-in the bow and was soft-riding in action in 
rough water, and that presented various other 
advantages in service, such as extreme dryness or 
freedom from flying spray in choppy water. Yet, 
at the same time there resulted a great reduction 
of the area of the bottom of the boat aft in the 
region where a large botton area is necessary 
to carry the weight of the machinery, if the boat 
is to plane at an efficient angle. 
In accordance with my present invention aS 

distinguished from the disclosure of my prior 
patent in which the anti-tripping surfaces afford 
substantially no lifting area for the after part of 
the boat when running straight ahead, I now 
construct the entire after part of these flared-sur 
faces, embracing the after quarter to one-third of 
the length of the hull more or less, of such area, 
‘and at such an angle that their after portion 
Will receive water passing aft and outward un 
der the lower chines or diagonal steps 20 at Such 
an angle as to cause an up-thrust upon the after 
part of the boat, thus helping to carry ma 
chinery and other weights with the boat's bot 
ton at the most efficient planing angle. Most 
efficiently to effect this reaction of the water on 
the surfaces, a water break 28 (Figs: 3 to 8) may 
be installed along the inner chine presenting a 
shallow ledge extending in the line of the bot 
tom 6 and Overhanging the surface 24 forming a 
Shallow shoulder or step facing outward. This 
breaks away from the flared surfaces the water 
which is moving outwardly from the inner chine 
so that no adhesion occurs in this region. The 
water flows somewhat as indicated by the arrows 
in Figs. 7 and 8. In Fig. 2 toward the right of 
the figure I have shown shaded the approximate 
new pressure areas engaged by the water as it 
flows outwardly and aft past the inner chines. 
The Small longitudinal steps illustrated in my 
prior patent are not utilized on these surfaces 
toward the stern which present, generally speak 
ing, a flat uniform surface to be engaged by the 
Water to be borne up thereby. 
The dotted line at the left of the figure is the 

approximate water line which, as will be under 
stood, varies rapidly with the speed of the boat. 
To obtain adequate lifting surfaces the cut 

away Chine areas are of relatively large area at 
a relatively low angle toward the stern of the 
boat, but this angle must not be so low, referring 
to the horizontal, transversely of the hull, as to 
lose lifting effect on the side of the hull during 
turning which is necessary, to assure stability of 
the boat while making the most rapid manoeu 
Vres. The relatively large area of these, surfaces 
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when these areas are engaged by water either 
flowing aft along the sides, as hereinafter de 
scribed, or discharged under the inner chines. 

I prefer to provide these surfaces between the 
forward and the keel region higher than the sides inner and outer chines of relatively great width 

athwartships without any diminution of the dis 
stance: between the lower chines at the stern as 
contrasted with the disclosure of my prior patent 
above referred to, the sides of the boat 4 may 
extend substantially parallel to the center line 
from the point of maximum beam forward (herein 
the stem f2) to the stern transon 22. 
As seen in Fig. 1, the cut-away chine Surfaces 

i extend substantially throughout the water-en 
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gaging surfaces of the hull. 
tion as has been described, wherein the surfaces 

In such a construc 

are no longer disposed in the trough defined by 
the forward beam of the boat to provide for their 
proper cooperation with the water streaming aft 
along the sides and, in view of their relatively 
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great width, to prevent pounding on the forward 
part of the hull-the-angle of the cut-away por 
tion is increased throughout the forward part of 
the hull, as indicated, for instance, by Figs. 3 and 
4 in contrast with Figs. 7 and 8. This steepening 
of the inclination-of the 'cut-away chine', areas 
in the amidship and forward part of the boat pro 
vides angles which are not ideal for manoeuvring, 
and with this... construction I therefore pro 
vide the relatively long-and-large steps or water 
breaks 30 and 32, the lower-surfaces of these steps, 
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, being disposed at an 
angle similar to that of the -after surfaces (Fig. 
7) and likewise providing surfaces which may be 
engaged by water flowing outwardly from the 
chines to give a lift as in the case of the sur 
faces further raft, the approximate areas of lift 

ring effort being as indicated by the shading in 
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Fig. 2. 
These: steps 30 and 32 increase in depth from 

forward aft and terminate in an abrupt shoul 
der. Thus if we consider the boat proceeding 
directly forward; the cut-away chine surfaces from 
their beginning well forward to the stern, al 
though disposed at an angle to the horizontal 
for manoeuvring purposes as described, present 
planing surfaces. The water reacts with the 
bottom surface of the forward step-30, and is dis 
charged over the shoulder to the rear to en 
gage the bottom surface of the succeeding step 
32 and thence to the areas at the after portion 

60 of the boat, -the-steps making contact with the 
Water when the boat is proceeding straight ahead 
at speed. 
Summarizing the form of the so-called cut 

away chine surfaces herein described, it may be 
65 

throughout the length of the water-engaging sur 
said that they extend longitudinally substantially 
faces of the hull. Except for the relatively long 

70 

"and relatively widely spaced steps 30 and 32, they 
present substantially unbroken surfaces of width 
increasing aft. and the athwartships angle of 

... which relatively to the horizontal decreases from 
forward to the after end of the bottom. The angle 

... and the width of the surfaces even at the extreme 
after end are. Such: as to provide a substantial 

75. component of force, in the upward direction on 
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lateral movement of the boat through the water. 
Also in the region adjacent the after portion of 
the bottom the longitudinal angle of the Sur 
faces to the horizontal increases, as shown at 34 
and 36. The steps 30 and 32 further forward 
provide lower surfaces inclined to the horizontal 
longitudinally downward to support the forward 
portion of the boat when it is moving forward 
to compensate for the thrust of water on the Sur 
faces aft which would otherwise tend to throw 
the bow of the boat down. They have abrupt rear 
shoulders which discharge the water thereover to 
the surfaces further aft additionally to sustain the 
boat at the points of engagement. The lower 
portions of these steps also have an athwart 
ships angle to the horizontal similar to that of the 
surfaces further aft to provide a substantial up 
ward component of force when the boat moves 
laterally through the water but the entire forward 
portion of the area is not at this low angle SO 
that pounding of the forward section is avoided. 
I am aware that the invention may be embodied 

in other specific forms without departing from 
the spirit or essential attributes thereof, and I 
therefore desire the present embodiment to be 
considered in all respects as illustrative and not 
restrictive, as is in fact clear in several matters 
from the description itself. Reference is to be 
had to the appended claims to indicate those 
principles of the invention exemplified by the 
particular embodiment described and which I de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent. 
I claim: 
1. A boat of the inverted V-bottom type hav 

ing a bottom defined by a keel, relatively elevated 
forward and sloping downwardly and rearwardly, 
and by lateral inner chines defining with the keel 
inverted sections the width and altitude of which 
decrease aft, upstanding sides terminating at 
their lower edges in outer chines defining with 
the inner chines surfaces extending substantially 
throughout the length of the Water-engaging por 
tion of the hull and formed as hereinafter de 
scribed, the boat having her greatest beam well 
forward and continuing at least without marked 
diminution to the after end of the bottom, the 
said surfaces increasing in width from forward 
aft and presenting athwartships angles to the 
horizontal decreasing from forward to the after 
end of the bottom, the after portion thereof pre 
senting longitudinal angles to the horizontal in 
creasing aft, the after and flatter portion of Said 
surface being substantially unbroken, and the 
forward portion having superposed thereon a 
step inclining aft and downwardly and terminat 
ing in an abrupt after edge, the downwardly fac 
ing surface of the step presenting an athwart 
ships angle to the horizontal smaller than that of 
the surface on which it is based. 

2. A boat of the inverted V-bottom type hav 
ing a bottom defined by a keel, relatively ele 
wated forward and sloping downwardly and rear 
wardly, and by lateral inner chines defining with 
the keel inverted sections the width and altitude 
of which decrease aft, upstanding sides terminat 
ing at their lower edges in outer chines defining 
with the inner chines surfaces extending Sub 
stantially throughout the length of the Water 
engaging portion of the hull and formed as here 
inafter described, the boat having her greatest 
beam well forward and continuing at least with 
out marked diminution to the after end of the 
bottom, the said surfaces increasing in Width 
from forward aft and presenting athwartships 
angles to the horizontal decreasing from forward 
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6 
to the after end of the bottom, the after and 
flatter portion of said surface being substantially 
unbroken and the inner chine having an out 
wardly projecting ledge overhanging the adja 
cent margin of the surface to direct water flow 
ing from beneath the chine to said after portion 
of the surface, 

3. A boat of the inverted V-bottom type hav 
ing a bottom defined by a keel, relatively elevated 
forward and sloping downwardly and rearwardly, 
and by lateral inner chines defining with the 
keel inverted Sections the Width and altitude of 
which decrease aft, upstanding sides terminating 
at their lower edges in outer chines defining with 
the inner chines surfaces extending substantially 
throughout the length of the water-engaging por 
tion of the hull and formed as hereinafter de 
Scribed, the boat having her greatest beam well 
forward and continuing at least without marked 
diminution to the after end of the bottom, the 
said Surfaces increasing in width from forward 
aft and presenting athwartships angles to the 
horizontal decreasing from forward to the after 
end of the bottom, the after portion thereof pre 
Senting longitudinal angles to the horizontal in 
creasing aft, the after and flatter portion of said 
Surface being Substantially unbroken, and means 
located at the forward portion of the surfaces to 
provide a lifting reaction with the water on the 
Straight ahead movement of the boat to sustain 
its forward sections against the depressing action 
thereon of the Water discharged under the inner 
chines to the aforesaid after portions of the Sur 
faces and tending to lift the stern of the boat. 

4. A boat of the inverted V-bottom type hav 
ing a bottom defined by a keel, relatively elevated 
forward and sloping downwardly and rearwardly, 
and by lateral inner chines defining with the keel 
inverted Sections the width and altitude of which 
decrease aft, upstanding sides terminating at 
their lower edges in outer chines which extend 
from a point well forward substantially parallel 
to the longitudinal center line of the boat to the 
rearmost point of the bottom, said outer chines 
defining with the inner chines surfaces which 
extend throughout at least the major portion of 
the length of the water-engaging portion of the 
hull to the after end of the bottom, the surfaces 
increasing in Width from forward aft and present 
ing athwartships angles to the horizontal de 
creasing from forward to the after end of the 
bottom and providing an upward component of 
force when the boat SWings but which adjacent 
the after end of the bottom are relatively wide 
and of relatively low athwartships angle to ex 
tend across the path of Water discharged across 
the inner chines as the boat drives forward to 
provide a Supporting lift on her after portion. 

5. A boat of the inverted V-bottom type hav 
ing a bottom defined by a keel, relatively elevated 
forward and sloping downwardly and rearwardly, 
and by lateral inner chines defining with the keel 
inverted sections the width and altitude of which 
decrease aft, upstanding sides terminating at 
their lower edges in Outer chines defining with 
the inner chines Surfaces which extend through 
out at least the major portion of the length of 
the Water-engaging portion of the hull to the 
after end of the bottom, the surfaces increasing 
in width from forward aft and presenting 
athwartships angles to the horizontal decreasing 
from forward to the after end of the bottom and 
providing an upward Component of force when 
the boat Swings but which adjacent the after end 
of the bottom are relatively wide and of relatively 
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low athwartships angle to extend across:the path 
of...water discharged across the inner...chines: as 
the boat drives forward to provide a supporting lift 
on her after portion; those portions, of the Sur 
faces...forward which have the greateriathwart 
ships anglehaving superposed thereon long-longi 
tudinal steps, the downwardly facing: surfaces: of 
which steps have a small athwartships angle.cor 
responding. Substantially to the angle of the said 
surfaces farther aft to provide a Substantial con 
ponent of force in the upward direction on lateral 
movement of the boat through the Water, the bot 
toms of the steps also being disposed at a longi 
studinal angle of incidence to the horizontal to 
support the forward portion of the boat to com 
... pensate for the thrust on the surfaces...aft, and 
...having abrupt real shoulders, discharging water 
, thereover to the surfaces further aft. 

WILLIAMALBERTHICKMAN. 
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